LEO Foundation Award 2023
USD 100,000 as a boost to young talents

With our LEO Foundation Award, we want to recognize the outstanding young researchers and scientists from around the world, whose work represent an extraordinary contribution to skin research and has the potential to pave the way for new and improved treatments for skin diseases.

The LEO Foundation Award was born out of the aim of advancing the understanding and treatment of skin diseases and strengthening the pipeline of excellent dermatology researchers. It recognizes promising young talents and hopefully provides a boost to their future careers.

The award is announced in open competition - one award in each of the regions of Americas, EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) and Asia-Pacific. The award for each region will be presented during the first meeting of the International Societies for Investigative Dermatology (ISID) in Tokyo 10-13 May 2023.

How you apply: Please find guidance about the application process, requirements, eligibility and meet LEO Foundation Awardees at www.leo-foundation.org/en/grants-and-awards

Deadline for self-nomination is 25 January 2023 (midnight CET)